Spotlight on Etta James ~ January 10 - 20

Amadeus * January 30 - February 24
By Peter Shaffer
Amadeus is a tale of breathtaking dramatic power. In
the court of the Austrian Emperor Josef, Antonio Salieri
is the established composer. Enter the greatest
musical genius of all time, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
Salieri has given himself to God in the hope of
realizing his sole ambition, to be a great composer.
Mozart, on the other hand, is a foul-mouthed,
graceless oaf who has that which is beyond Salieri's
envious grasp—genius. Winner of a Tony Award for
Best Play, the Academy Award for Best Film and
triumphant in recent revivals in the West End and on
Broadway, you won’t want to miss Amadeus! "A total
iridescent triumph!” — New York Post

The Sound of Music * March 13 - April 14
Music by Richard Rogers / Lyrics by Oscar
Hammerstein II / Book by Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse / Suggested by “The Story of the
Trapp Family Singers”
Come enjoy the world's most beloved musical! When a
postulant proves too high-spirited for the religious life,
she is dispatched to serve as governess for the seven
children of a widowed naval Captain. Her rapport with
the youngsters and her generosity of spirit capture the
heart of the stern Captain and they marry. They return
from their honeymoon to find Austria invaded by the
Nazis. The family's narrow escape over the mountains
to Switzerland provides a thrilling and inspirational
finale.

Spotlight on Willie Nelson & Friends ~
April 25 - May 5

45 Seconds from Broadway * May 15 - June 9
By Neil Simon
A heart-warming comedy that takes us behind the scenes
in the entertainment world, this time near the heart of
New York City’s theatre district. The play takes place in
the legendary "Polish Tea Room" on New York's 47th
Street. Here, Broadway theatre personalities—both
washed-up and on-the-rise—gather to schmooze even as
they lose. This touching valentine to New York explores
the foibles and the funny in the human comedy.

Jekyll & Hyde * June 19 - July 21
Conceived for the stage by Steve Cuden and
Frank Wildhorn / Book and Lyrics by Leslie
Bricusse / Music by Frank Wildhorn / Based on
the story by Robert Louis Stevenson
A true musical theatre phenomenon, Jekyll & Hyde
attracted legions of loyal fans even before the show
began its smash-hit Broadway run. An evocative
tale of the epic battle between good and evil, the
musical is based on Stevenson's classic story about
a brilliant doctor whose experiments with human
personality create a murderous counterpart.
Convinced the cure for mental illness lies in the
separation of man's evil nature from his good, Dr.
Henry Jekyll unwittingly unleashes his own dark
side, wreaking havoc in late 19th century London as
the savage, maniacal Edward Hyde.

Spotlight on Andy Williams ~ July 25 - August 4

Ug, The Caveman Musical * Aug. 21 - Sept. 22
Book by Jim Geoghan / Music by Rick Rhodes /
Lyrics by Jim Geoghan, Vivian Rhodes and Rick
Rhodes
Ug and his feisty Neanderthal tribe are feasting on a tasty
dinner of wild boar when he decides to reenact one of his
Cut Here

many feats of bravery. "Pretend it isn't now," he says. "Pretend
it is then." And so, without knowing it, Ug invents theatre. When
the tribe decides to perform their play for a rival tribe,
rehearsals cause nothing but friction. Ug dumps his woman
and moves the tribe's babe into her role, the director and
costume designer are unhappy, and rewrites are driving Ug
mad. The roots of modern-day theatre problems? You betcha!

Spotlight on Barry Manilow ~ Sept. 26 - Oct. 6

Evita * October 16 - November 17
Lyrics by Tim Rice / Music by Andrew Lloyd Weber
Argentina's controversial First Lady is the subject of this
dynamic musical masterpiece. As an illegitimate 15-yearold, Eva escaped her dirt-poor existence for the bright
lights of Buenos Aires. Driven by ambition and blessed
with charisma, she became a starlet at 22, the
president's mistress at 24, First Lady at 27, and dead at
33. Eva Peron—saint to the working-class, reviled by the
aristocracy and mistrusted by the military—left a
fascinating political legacy unique in the 20th century.
Told through haunting chorales fused with exuberant
Latin, pop and jazz influences, Evita creates an arresting
theatrical portrait as complex as the woman herself.

Sherlock Holmes & the Case of the
Christmas Carol * December 4 - 29

By John Longenbaugh
These then are the facts: The year, 1894. The date,
Christmas Eve. The location, 221B Baker Street. After
being presumed dead for three years, a hardened
Sherlock Holmes resurfaces, turning his back on the
people who need him most—three unexpected callers
arrive on Christmas Eve uncovering clues from the
detective’s past, present and future. They must do it all
in one night to accomplish the task. A mystery full of
Christmas spirits your whole family will enjoy.

